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Introduction
A broad class of ship hulls, including the classical Wigley

parabolic hull and the Series 60 ship model, have bows that re-
semble a wedge. This simple class of bows is characterized by
only two parameters: the draftD and the waterline entrance an-
gle2α, as shown in Fig.1. The bow wave due to such a wedge-
shaped bow also depends on two parameters: the draft-based
Froude numberF = Vs/

√
gD , whereVs stands for the speed

of the ship (assumed to steadily advance along a straight path
in calm water of infinite depth and lateral extent) andg is the
acceleration of gravity, and the waterline entrance angle2α .

The bow waves generated by the two-parameter family of
wedged-shaped ship bows depicted in Fig.1 are considered in
[1-3] where several simple relations are given. In particular, ex-
pressions that define the height of the bow wave, the distance
between the ship stem and the crest of the wave, the rise of wa-
ter at the stem, and the bow wave profile are given in these three
previous studies. The comparisons between the analytical rela-
tions and experimental measurements reported in [1-4] show
that, in spite of their remarkable simplicity, these relations are
sufficiently accurate for practical design applications.

However, the practical usefulness of these relations is re-
stricted by the fact that the two-parameter family of ship bows
shown in Fig.1 is inadequate for many applications. Indeed,
many ship bows, notably bows of fast ships, have significant
rake and flare. Rake and flare must then be taken into account
to design a ship bow. The wave created by a ship bow with rake
and flare is considered in [5]. There, thin-ship theory is used to
extend the relations for the height of the bow wave and the dis-
tance between the ship stem and the wave crest previously ob-
tained for wedge-shaped ship bows, and a parametric study of
the variations of the bow-wave height and location with respect
to the hull speed, draft, rake, and flare is reported. The thin-ship
analysis given in [5] is applied further in [6] to systematically
investigate the influence of the hull speed, draft, rake, and flare
on the bow-wave profile, the rise of water at the hull stem, and
the bow-wave length, not considered in [1-5]. The extensive
(unpublished) parametric study presented in [6] (recently sub-
mitted) and [5] (in press) is briefly summarized here.

Following [5], we consider a family of ruled ship bows de-
fined by four parameters, as shown in Fig.2: the draftD of the
ship bow, the entrance angle2α at the top waterline (at the free
surface), the rake angleδ (angle between the ship stem and the
vertical) and the hull flare, controlled byα − α′. Here,2α′ is
the entrance angle at the bottom waterline (at the ship draft).
The parameterϕ defined as

−1 ≤ ϕ ≡ T −T ′

T + T ′
≤ 1 with

{
T ≡ tanα

T ′ ≡ tanα′

}
(1)

is closely related to the hull flare, and is called flare parameter
hereinafter (even though the rake angleδ also affects the hull
flare). The special caseϕ = 0 corresponds toα′ = α and rec-
tangular sections, and the special casesϕ = 1 or -1 correspond
to triangular sections withα′ = 0 or α = 0 , respectively. The
flow (notably the bow wave, of particular interest here) due to

this four-parameter family of ship bows depends on four para-
meters:F ≡ Vs/

√
gD , α , α′ andδ . The two-parameter family

of wedge-shaped ship bows depicted in Fig.1 corresponds to the
special caseα′ = α andδ = 0 .

The four-parameter family of simple ruled ship bows de-
picted in Fig.2 is considered for two main reasons: (i) the four
parametersF , α , α′ and δ are major parameters that have
a dominant influence on a ship bow wave, and (ii) the lim-
ited number of parameters that define this family of ship bows
makes it feasible to perform an extensive parametric study, and
to obtain results immediately applicable to ship design. A more
general family of ship bows that accounts for the hull curva-
ture would involve a significantly greater number of parameters,
for which a systematic parametric study would be problematic.
Thus, the four-parameter family of ship bows depicted in Fig.2
is sufficiently general to account for the dominant geometric
characteristics of a large class of ship bows, and is sufficiently
simple to allow an extensive parametric investigation.

Many alternative methods for evaluating steady free-
surface flow about ships have been considered. These meth-
ods include semi-analytical theories based on alternative ap-
proximations (thin-ship, slender-ship, 2d+t theories), potential-
flow (boundary integral equation) methods that rely on the use
of a Green function (elementary Rankine source, or Havelock
source that satisfies the radiation condition and the Michell lin-
ear free-surface boundary condition), and CFD methods that
solve the Euler or RANS equations. In principle, any of these
alternative methods can be used to evaluate steady flow about
the four-parameter family of ship bows considered here. In
practice however, most of the existing methods are ill suited
for the systematic parametric studies required for our practical
goal of obtaining simple analytical relations immediately useful
for design. In fact, selection of a calculation method suited for
systematic parametric studies or for early design present similar
issues, which involve consideration of a tradeoff between com-
peting requirements with respect to accuracy and practicality.
Indeed, practical tools that are simple to use and highly effi-
cient, but need not be highly accurate, are required to quickly
evaluate the large number of alternative designs that typically
need to be considered for concept and preliminary design. On
the other hand, detail design, and especially design evaluation,
involve many fewer choices and require more accurate com-
putational tools, for which efficiency and ease of use are less
important considerations.
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Fig. 1 Two-parameter family of wedge-shaped ship bows de-
fined by the draftD and the waterline entrance angle2α .
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Fig. 2 Four-parameter family of ruled ship bows defined by the draftD, the rake angleδ (0 < δ on left side,δ < 0 on right side),
the top-waterline entrance angle2α and the bottom-waterline entrance angle2α′.
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Fig. 3 Definition sketch for the bow wave heightZb , the dis-
tance−Xb between the bow wave crest and the ship stem, and
the rise of waterZs at the ship stem.

Thin-ship theory is used here, as in [5], because this theory
is reasonably well suited for the class of fine bows under con-
sideration, and because it significantly simplifies our parametric
studies. Specifically, the flow about the four-parameter family
of ship bows considered here can be expressed as the product of
the factor(T + T ′)/2 , which essentially represents an average
waterline entrance angle, by a function that depends on three
(instead of four) parameters: the (draft-based) Froude number
F , the rake angleδ , and the flare parameterϕ . In fact, this
function ofF , δ , ϕ can be expressed in terms of two functions
that only depend on the two parametersF andδ ; see [5].

As shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2, theZ axis is vertical and
points upward, and the mean free surface is taken as the plane
Z = 0 . Furthermore, theX axis is along the path of the ship
and points toward the ship bow, and the intersection of the stem
line with the mean free-surface planez = 0 is taken as the
origin X = 0 , as shown in Fig.3. Nondimensional coordinates
x ≡ X g/V 2

s are used hereinafter. As shown in Fig.3,

zb ≡ Zb g

V 2
s

−xb ≡ −Xb g

V 2
s

zs ≡ Zs g

V 2
s

(2)

stand for the (nondimensional) bow-wave height (the elevation
of the bow wave crest above the mean free surface), the distance
between the bow wave crest and the intersection of the ship
stem with the mean free surface, and the height of water (above
the mean free surface) at the ship stem, respectively.

Wedge-shaped ship bows without rake and flare
The bow waves generated by the two-parameter family of

wedged-shaped ship bows depicted in Fig.1 are considered in
[1-3] where the following simple relations

zb ≈ 2.2 T

1+F
−xb ≈ 1.1

1+F
zs ≈ 2

π

Es T

1+F 2
(3)

are given. Here,T ≡ tanα in accordance with (1),F is the
draft-based Froude number, the approximationcos α ≈ 1 was
used because only small values ofα are now considered, and

Es ≡ Es(F ) is the function

Es(F ) ≈ 1+
2/3

1+F 2
+

19/45
(1+F 2)2

+
26/105

(1+F 2)3
+

601/4725
(1+F 2)4

+
1502/31185
(1+F 2)5

+ 4.16 (1+F 2) e−13F− 0.26 . (4)

These relations are shown in [1-3] to be in fair agreement with
experimental measurements for both wedge-shaped ship bows
with entrance angle2α and a rectangular flat plate at a yaw
(incidence) angleα .

Ruled ship bows with rake and flare
Expressions (3) for the bow-wave heightzb and locationxb

are extended in [5] to the more general four-parameter family of
ruled ship bows with rake and flare depicted in Fig.2. The com-
parisons between experimental measurements and correspond-
ing theoretical predictions given by thin-ship theory reported
in that study show that the use of this simple theory to extend
the relations given in [1,3] to the more general caseδ 6= 0 and
ϕ 6= 0 is appropriate for small values ofα andα′, i.e. for a
broad class of ships with fine bows.

The thin-ship analysis given in [5] yields the relations

zb ≈ 1.1 ζb

1+F
(T + T ′) −xb ≈ 1.1 ξb

1+F
(5)

whereζb ≡ ζb(F, δ , ϕ) andξb ≡ ξb(F, δ , ϕ) are functions of
the draft-based Froude numberF , the rake angleδ , and the flare
parameterϕ defined by (1) . The two functionsζb(F, δ , ϕ) and
ξb(F, δ , ϕ) are depicted in [5] where the values ofζb andξb are
also listed for six values ofF that correspond toF/(1+F ) =
0.3 , 0.4 , . . . , 0.8 , nine rake anglesδ = 60◦, 45◦, . . . ,−60◦,
and nine values of the flare parameterϕ = 1 , 0.75 , . . . ,−1 .
The range0.3 ≤ F/(1+F ) ≤ 0.8 corresponds to0.43 ≤ F ≤ 4
and — for a ship with typical length/draft ratioLs/D ≈ 20 —
to length-based Froude numbers in the range0.1 ≤ FL ≤ 0.9 ,
which encompasses most cases of practical interest.

The relations (5) are further considered in [6] . (5) yield

z′b ≡
Zb/D

T + T ′
≈ 1.1F 2ζb

1+F
x′b ≡

−Xb

D
≈ 1.1F 2ξb

1+F
. (6)

For a given value ofT + T ′ ≡ tanα + tanα′, i.e. for a given
ship bow, the functionsz′b andx′b characterize the size of the
bow wave with respect to the ship draftD; and the variations of
these functions with respect to the Froude numberF illustrate
the growth of the bow wave with respect to the ship speedVs .
In particular, (6) show that bothz′b andx′b areO(F 2) asF→ 0
andO(F ) asF→∞ . Thus, ship bow waves vanish likeV 2

s in
the low-speed limitVs→ 0 , and grow likeVs in the high-speed
limit Vs→∞ , as shown in [1,3]

The functionsz′b andx′b are depicted in Fig.4 and Fig.5,
respectively, for0 ≤ F ≤ 4 . The top and bottom rows in these
figures show the functionsz′b or x′b for (top rows) three rake
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Fig. 4 Variation of the bow-wave heightz′b defined by (6) with respect to the draft-based Froude numberF for (top row) three
rake anglesδ = 45◦ (left column),δ = 0 (center) andδ = −45◦ (right), and (bottom row) three values of the flare parameter
ϕ = 1 (left), ϕ = 0 (center) andϕ = −1 (right).
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Fig. 5 Variation of the bow-wave-crest locationx′b defined by (6) with respect to the draft-based Froude numberF for (top row)
three rake anglesδ = 45◦ (left column),δ = 0 (center) andδ = −45◦ (right), and (bottom row) three values of the flare parameter
ϕ = 1 (left), ϕ = 0 (center) andϕ = −1 (right).

anglesδ = 0 andδ = ±45◦, and for (bottom rows) three values
ϕ = 0 andϕ = ±1 of the flare parameterϕ . The curves in the
figures in the top and bottom rows in Fig.4 and Fig.5 correspond
to ϕ = 0,±0.5 ,±1 and toδ = 0,±30◦,±60◦, respectively.

Fig.4 and Fig.5 show that the bow-wave heightz′b and the
distancex′b between the wave crest and the ship stem both in-

crease monotonically, approximately linearly, with respect to
F for 1.5 < F . Thus — for a given hull — the size of the
bow wave, as defined by the wave heightz′b and the bow-wave-
crest locationx′b , increases approximately in proportion to the
ship speed ifF is large enough, specifically for draft-based
Froude numbers greater than approximately 1.5 . This behav-



ior, illustrated in Fig.4 and Fig.5, is in agreement with (6). For
F < 1.5 , Fig.4 shows that the bow-wave heightz′b increases
monotonically withF but at a slower rate, also in agreement
with (6). Fig.5 shows that the bow-wave-crest locationx′b also
increases monotonically with respect toF for positive rake an-
glesδ . However, forδ < 0 and small values ofF , x′b can be
negative, i.e. the wave crest can be ahead of the ship stem.

Fig.4 shows that the rake angleδ has smaller effects on the
bow-wave heightz′b than the flare parameterϕ . In particular,
for ϕ = −1 (bottom right corner of Fig.4), the rake angleδ
has a negligible influence onz′b . Fig.4 shows thatz′b increases
monotonically as the flare parameterϕ increases from -1 to 1.
Thus, larger values of the flare parameterϕ , which corresponds
to hull volume distributed higher (closer to the free surface),
yield bigger bow waves as expected. Fig.5 shows thatx′b de-
creases monotonically as the flare parameterϕ increases. Thus,
larger values of the flareϕ yield bigger bow waves with crests
closer to the ship stem, and therefore steeper waves.

Fig.4 shows that the bow-wave heightz′b decreases slightly
as the rake angleδ increases. In particular,z′b is smaller for
0 < δ than forδ < 0 . Fig.5 shows that the bow-wave location
x′b increases as the rake angleδ increases. In particular,x′b is
larger for0 < δ than forδ < 0 . Thus, slightly higher bow
waves with crests closer to the ship stem, i.e. steeper waves, are
obtained for negative rake than for positive rake.

In summary, for a given draft-based Froude numberF ,
Fig.4 and Fig.5 show that bigger and steeper bow waves are
obtained as the flare parameterϕ increases and the rake angle
δ decreases. This result suggests that a ship bow withα < α′ ,
i.e. withϕ < 0 (negative flare), and0 < δ (positive rake angle)
may be advantageous.

Bow-wave profiles, rise of water at stem, bow-wave length
Corresponding parametric studies of the variations of the

bow-wave profiles with respect to the draft-based Froude num-
berF , the rake angleδ and the flare parameterϕ , which charac-
terize the four-parameter family of ship bows depicted in Fig.2,
are reported in [6] . In particular, the analysis (based on thin-
ship theory) of the rise of waterzs at the stem linex = z tanδ,
reported in [2] for the family of wedge-shaped bows shown in
Fig.1, is extended in [6] to the more general family of ship bows
shown in Fig.2. This generalization of (3) yields

zs ≈ Es(T + T ′) ζs

π (1+F 2)
(7)

whereζs ≡ ζs(F, δ , ϕ) is a function of the draft-based Froude
numberF , the rake angleδ and the flare parameterϕ . The
variations of the functionζs(F, δ , ϕ) with respect toF , δ andϕ
are depicted in [6] whereζs is also listed for six values ofF that
correspond toF/(1+F ) = 0.3 , 0.4 , . . . , 0.8 , nine rake angles
δ = 60◦, 45◦, . . . ,−60◦, and nine values of the flare parameter
ϕ = 1 , 0.75 , . . . ,−1 . The distance−x0 between the ship stem
and the first intersectionx = x0 of the bow wave with the mean
free surfacez = 0 is also considered in [6] . These additional
results, reported in [6] , will be presented at the Workshop.

Conclusion
In summary, the bow waves generated by a four-parameter

family of fine nonbulbous ruled ship bows with rake and flare
have been considered using thin-ship theory. Specifically, the
variations of the bow-wave height and location, the bow-wave
profile, the rise of water at the stem, and the bow-wave length
with respect to the draft-based Froude number, the entrance an-
gles at the top and bottom waterlines, and the rake angle have

been explored via an extensive parametric study. This paramet-
ric study has resulted in simple relations, notably (5) and (7), a
series of figures, and tables. These relations, figures and tables
provide useful insight, and can be used to estimate the influence
of main geometrical characteristics of a ship bow. In fact, the
estimates provided by the relations, figures and tables given in
[5,6] are immediately applicable to ship bow design, notably at
early (concept and preliminary) design stages.

For a ship of draftD advancing at speedVs , the heightZb

of the bow wave, the distance−Xb between the bow-wave crest
and the ship stem, the height of waterZs at the stem, and the
distance−X0 (called bow-wave length here) between the stem
and the first intersection of the bow wave with the mean free
surface behave as

Zb

D
∝V 2

s

−Xb

D
∝V 2

s

Zs

D
∝V 2

s

−X0

D
= O(1)

in the low-speed limitVs→ 0 , and as

Zb

D
∝Vs

−Xb

D
∝Vs

Zs

D
= O(1)

−X0

D
∝V 2

s

in the high-speed limitVs → ∞ . These results are interesting
and not necessarily a priori obvious.

A notable result of the parametric study reported in [6,5]
and summarized above is that it suggests that a bow with posi-
tive rake and negative flare appears advantageous. This finding
may have implications with respect to bulb design. Specifically,
it suggests that a bulb located aft of the ship stem and integrated
with the ship hull may be an advantageous alternative to a tra-
ditional bulb protruding ahead of a ship stem. The possible
advantage of such a bulb design is also suggested by the results
of the hull-form optimization reported in [7] . Additional nu-
merical and experimental studies are required to reach definite
conclusions with respect to the merit of this alternative to the
usual design of bulbs protruding ahead of ship stems.
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